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TRAFFIC = POTENTIAL BUYERS



Traffic
Direct Traffic - URL, RSS 

Referral Traffic - Links, Social Media 

Search Traffic 

Organic  
Google (80%), Yahoo & Bing 

Paid





How Search Engines Work

Search engines are limited in how they crawl the web and 
interpret content. A webpage doesn't always look the same 
to the human eyes as it looks to a search engine.



Non-Indexable Content

Content behind protected pages are never 
accessible to search-engines robot 

Websites using a CMS (Content 
Management System) often create 
duplicate versions of the same page; this 
is a major problem for search engines 
looking for completely original content. 

No crawler can reach through flash, java, 
other plug-ins website



Study case 9 - open www.mysoursally.com

http://www.mysoursally.com


"I have a problem 
with getting found. I 
built a huge Flash site 
for juggling pandas 
and I'm not showing 
up anywhere on 
Google. What's up?"



SEARCH  ENGINES
one way to make your online presence real





SERP: Why 
Ranking is 
Important

71.33% of searches resulted in 
a page one Google organic 
click 

On the first page alone, the 
first 5 results account for 
67.60% of all the clicks 

The first link that comes out 
get 31.24% clicks



Study case 10 - universitas di surabaya vs universitas terbaik di 
surabaya



Keyword Ranking



Study case 11 - check google suggestion for your brand



What is SEO?

Search engine optimization (SEO) is the process of affecting 
the visibility of a website or a web page in a search engine's 
"natural" or unpaid ("organic") search results 

SEO isn't just about building search engine-friendly 
websites. It's about making our site better for people too.



Other SEO types

App-Store SEO 

Play Store SEO 

YouTube SEO 

SEO is more than just Google SEO. 

Basically, anything that has a search 
function can be optimized. 

Even though YouTube videos are shown in 
Google SERP, it doesn’t mean that Google 
favor YouTube content over other content.



GOOGLE ALGORITHM
“it keeps evolving.. until now”



2003

Cassandra
April 2003

Google cracked down on some basic link-quality issues, such as 
massive linking from co-owned domains. Cassandra also came 
down hard on hidden text and hidden links.

<div style=”display: none”>  
   This is hidden text  
</div>

<div style=”visibility: hidden”>  
   This is hidden text  
</div>



2004

Austin
Jan 2004

Penalizing deceptive on-page tactics, including invisible text and 
meta tag stuffing



2005

Nofollow
Jan 2005

Introducing “nofollow” attribute to control outbound link quality

<a href="http://www.site.com/page.html" rel="nofollow">



2008

Google Suggest
Aug 2008

Displaying suggested searches in a dropdown below the search 
box as visitors typed their queries



2010

Google Places
Apr 2010

Integrating Google Places with local SERP



May Day
May 2010

Algorithm change impacting 
the long-tail. 

Intended to “make long tail 
results more useful” 

Duplicate content are penalized 

Impacted very large sites with 
“item” pages that don’t have 
many individual links into them

2010

i.e: e-commerce sites that their product pages are 
unlikely to attract external links and the majority of the 

content may be imported from a manufacturer database



Social Signals
Dec 2010

Using data from Twitter 
and Facebook to 
determine rankings

2010



Panda
Feb 23, 2011

Penalizing thin content, 
content farms, and sites 
with high ad-to-content 
ratios 

e.g: search “gif” -> answer 
from webopedia.com

2011

http://webopedia.com


Expanded Site-links
Aug 16, 2011

Showing up to six expanded site-links for brand queries. 
Try searching for your brand.

2011



Expanded Site-Links

Put your company in Google search, check if your website has 
sitelinks from Google or not

study case 12



Query Encryption
Oct 18, 2011

Encrypting search queries 
for privacy reasons, 
returning (not provided) 
for some organic traffic

https://www.google.com

SSL available when a user 
logged into their Google 
account

2011

https://www.google.com


Ads Above the Fold
Jan 19, 2012

Penalizing sites with too many ads above the fold

2012



Venice
Feb 27, 2012

Localizing organic 
results with 
integrated local 
search data

2012



Knowledge Graph
May 16, 2012

Displaying supplemental sidebar integrated in SERP about 
certain people, places, and things

2012



Exact-Match Domain (EMD) 
Update
Sep 27, 2012

Reducing the presence of low-quality EMDs (and 
PMDs) in SERP

www.bmicalculatormale.com (#4)
www.charterschools.org (#7)
playscrabble.net (#3)

2012



2013

In-depth Articles
Aug 6, 2013

New “in-depth articles” 
section for evergreen, 
long-form content



2013

Hummingbird
Aug 20, 2013

New algorithm that 
supports conversational 
searches 

Hummingbird is paying 
more attention to each 
word in a query, ensuring 
that the whole query — the 
whole sentence or 
conversation or meaning — 
is taken into account, rather 
than particular words



2014

Pigeon
Jul 24, 2014

Updating local 
search algorithm 
and modified 
how they handle 
and interpret 
location cues
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Google Algorithm Changes
Year after Year (2000 - 2014)

in average

9changes 
/year 37changes  

in 2012 14 changes  
from 2011+



Mobilegeddon
Apr 21, 2015

source:https://www.stonetemple.com/mobilegeddon-may-have-been-bigger-than-we-thought/

http://www.stonetemple.com/mobilegeddon-may-have-been-bigger-than-we-thought/



